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ABSTRACT

The purpose ofthis project is to understand the two fundamental theorems of the
Sturm-Liouville Theory. The first theorem states, that each Sturm-Liouville probletn is

associated with a sequence of mutually orthogonal eigenfunctions and an increasing
sequence of eigenvalues with multiplicity one. The second is related to the possibility of

expressing piecewise continuous functions with piecewise continuous derivative as infinite
series in term of the eigenfunctions. These theorems generalize well known results

associated with the heat and the wave equations.
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CHAPTER!
-Introduction \

A two-point boundary value problem consists of solving an ordinary differential

equation in aninterval, subjectto boundary conditions at the endpoints. This boundary value

problera could be a Sturm-Liouyille boundary value problem, which consists ofa second

purpose ofthis project is to understand the fundamental theorems ofthe Sturin-Liouville
•Theory..
Definition lit. A Siurm-Liouville problem is a differential equation oftheform:
~

A^

a<xsb

together with the boundary conditions'.

^1 T(0) + ^2 ^'(0) = 0
^ b^y'(V) - 0

is continuously differentiable. p and r are positive. We assume as well^ that p(x)and r(x)are
not zero for x in the interval [a,b]. This last condition is usually referred to as regularity.
we

illustrate it with two partial differential equation that give rise to Sturm-Liouville boundary

value problems. These two partial differential equations are the heat equation and the wave
equation.

The equation for heat conduction has the form:

= Wj ,

0<jc<{ ,

t>0

(where a is a constant called the thermal diffusivity ofthe material) with the boundary
condition:

u{Q,t) = 0 ,

= 0,

f>0

and the initial condition:

m(jc,0) = fix),

0<x<C

The wave equation is a partial differential equation ofthe form:

where a^=T/p is a constant, T is the tension in the string, p is the mass per unit oflength of
the string, and a is the velocity ofpropagation ofwaves along the string. Additionally we

have boundary conditions and two initial conditions which specify the initial position and the
initial velocity ofthe string.

The boundary conditions are:
w(0,t) = 0 ,

= 0,

r>0

The initial position is given by:

CjO)

0<x:<i

and the initial velocity is given by:

Ui(x,0) = g(x) ,

Osx<i

where the function fand g are given.

boundary value problem:
:,

x'' +ix= o;, : o<v<e

(1)

This boundary value problem is an example ofa regular Sturai-Liouville problem.

0„(x)= sih(nTi:x/i2)where

=nn/fi is called an eigenvalue,and

^eigenfunction ofthe

^prpblem.: '

The sequence of eigenfunctions sin(n7i:x/£) has the property that any piecewise
continuous function on [0,C] can be expressed as a series in terms ofthe eigenfunctions. In

this particular case,the series is the well known sine Fourier Series ofthe functions.

problem is associated with a sequence of mutually orthogonal eigenfunctions and an
increasing sequence ofeigenvalues with multiplicity one. In the previous example, we can
see that the functions sin(m7rx/2), m= 1,2,3,

,form a mutually orthogonal set offunctions

3

on the interval 0<x<5,that is, they satify the orthogonality relation:

0
. mnx
sin

mi=n

. mix
sin

Jo
—

m-n

2

The second theorem ofthe Sturm-Liouville Theory is related to the possibility of
expressing piecewise continuous functions with piecewise continuous derivative as infinite

series in terms Of the eigenfunctions. In the example of the boundary value problem
associated with the heat and wave equations, if"f "is continuous and has a piecewise
continuousderivative on 0^x<l, and satifies the boundary condition f(0)=f(l)=0,then fcan

be expanded in a Fourier sine series ofthe form:

y(x) =

sin(«7i:x)

(2)

W = 1

So the function sin(n7rx), n = 1,2,3,......, is the n"* eigenfunction of the boundary value

problem and

is the n^** coefficient given by:

= 2 f^J(x) sm(mix) dx
Jo

The series(2)converges for each x in 0<x<1.
We consider some examples related to the two theorems.

Example 1.2:

The boundary problem:

y" + Xy = 0
XO) = 0 ,
has eigenfunctions

and eigenvalues

0 = sin

y'(l) = 0

is given by:

where « = 1 , 2 , ... .
2

(3)

^ _ (2«-1)7i:jc

Ifwe wantto find the normalized eigenfunctions(that is, eigenfimctions with norm one)we
notice that:

rVO'(x) dx = i
Jo

2

SO the normalized eigenfunction is

-y2 sill
Example 1.3:

The boundary problem:

y" + Xy = 0
y'm = 0 .
has eigenfunctions

and eigerivalues

.k'CI) +X1) = 0

given by:

= COS [vX x],

^

(4)

Ifwe want to find the normalized eigenfunctions we notice that:

p a>J(x) dx =

^

JQ

(1 + sin^^)
Hence,the normalized eigenfunctions are

Jl COSt/X~ X

4>„w =

.

» = 1 . 2,

(11

The next four examples illustrate the second theorem.
Example 1.4:
oo

Wefind the series expansion 52\0„(x)ofthe function f(x)= 1,
n=l

1 using the normalized eigenfunctions(3)from Exmaple 1.2.

From(3)the normalized eigenflinction are:

= sfl sin(«—

= n52
=\

,

« = 1 , 2 , ... .

= -^0
f^Ax)^„(x) dx .

Hence

a =

2^2

, «

,

« = 1 ,2

(2w-i)7t , . ■

.

:

Example 1.5;
. .

oo

Wefind the series expansion 51\0„(x)ofthe function
■■

•

n=l. ■

,

■

f(x)= X,0<x<1 using the normalized eigenfunctions(3)from Example 1.2.
The normalized eigenflmction are given by(3):

Hence

f(x) = ^

,

where

a„ = f\f(x) ^„(x) dx

n = I

Thus

«„ = ^

(2n~l)^T:^

,

« = 1 ,2

Example 1.6:
00

■

We find the series expansion5^a„0„(x)ofthe given function
n= 1

f(x)= 1 ,0<x<1 using the normalized eigenfunctions(4)from Example(1.3).
From (4) the normalized eigenfunctions are given by:

(1 + sin^^)

Hence

f(x) = 5^ a„ 0„(x),

where

n =1

a„ =

A^)^„(x) dx
Jo

Thus

a = —:_

sinyr

LJ2_

"

n = I ,2

i

(1 + sin^^)

2

Example 1.7:

We find the series expansion 52a„0„(x)ofthe given function
n= 1

f(x)= X,0<x<1 using the normalized eigenfunctions(4)from Example(1.3).
From(1.3)the normalized eigenftmctions are:

sjl COSy'X^ X
=

(1 + sin^^)

Hence

Ax) = 52 <^n
n =1

Ax) %{x) dx
-'O

Thus

(2 cos^F
- 1)1
V "

= J—
"

n = I ,2

i
2

- sin^V^)

From these examples we see that the two fundamental theorems of the Sturm-

Liouville Theory, generalize the results about the solution ofthe boundary value problems

associated with the heat and the wave equations, as well as the theorems about convergence
ofFourier Series.

CHAPTER!

Eigenfunction Theorem

In this chapter we give the proofofthe Eigenfunction theorem.

Theorem 2.1:(Eigenfunction theorem)Any regular Sturm-Liouville system:

Aip(x)^] + [Ap(x) - q{x)]u = 0
ax

(1)

ax

au(a) + a'ufa) - 0
(2)

^u{b) + W(P) = 0

hasan infinite sequence ofrealeigenfunctions Aq<Aj<A2<.... with lim

.

The

n->oo

eigenfunction ufx)corresponding to the eigenvalue A„ has exactly n zeros in the interval
a<x<h, and is uniquely defermimd up to a constantfactor.
Let us rewrite the equation(1)as

f[P(xA * Q(x)u = 0
dx

(3)

dx

where P(x)- p(x), Q(x)- Ap(x)- q(x). In order to study the properties ofthe solutions of
the equation (3), we are going to consider the path corresponding to this equation in the
Poincare phase plane. The appropriate substitution is known as Prufer substitution, and it is
given by:

P(x) u'(x) = r(x) cos0(x)
u(x) = r(x)

The new dependent variables r and 0 are defined by the formula:
TO ■ ■ ■

= 11^ +

(5)

0 = arctan(——)
Pu'

In order to obtain an equivalent differential equation for r and 0, we differentiate
cot0 =Pu Ai to obtain:

^ _ (Pu"/
dx

Pu^ _

— cot^0.

u

P

Multiplying by -sin~0, we obtain:
m
—
=; g(y) sin^(0) + —

cos^(0) = /''(.v*,0)

(6)

dx

Differentiating r =(Pu') + u and simplifying we obtain:

^

- 0(^)]^ sin(0) cos(0) = I[-^ - Qix)] r sin2(^

(7)

IS

(7)in the sense that any solution of(6)and(7)defines a unique solution of(3), by the Priifer
substitution(4), and conversely.
We now consider the variation with A in the number ofzeros ofthe eigenfunctions of a
re^lar Sturnt-Liouville system(l)-(2). Since u == 0ifand only ifsin 0=0in(4),the zeros

ofahy solution of(1)correspond to the points where 0= 0,±7t,±27t,...,±n7t...,where 0is the

11

— = [Ap(x) - ^(x)] sin\0) + ^—cos^(0), a<x<b
dx

(8)

p(x)

Here p(x)>0, p(x)>0 for a:Sx<b.

We now fix y, and denote by 0(x,A) the solution of(8) which satisfies the initial
condition 0(a,X)= Y for all A, where Y is defined by the condition:

tany = —— = -—— ,
p{a) u(a)
p(d) a

0<Y<7t ,

(9)

We have assumed cc # 0, When a = 0, set y = 7i:/2.

The constant a and a'come from the initial condition au(a)+ a'u'(a)= 0. For fixed
y,thefunction 0(x,A)is defined on the domain a<x<b,

we will consider its behavior

there.

Let's recall the Comparison theorem for ordinary differential equations.
Thtortm 2.2: Letfandg be solutions ofthe differential equation y'= F(x,y), z'= G(x,z),
respectively, satisfying the same initial conditionf(a)= g(a). Supposefurther thatFor G

satiresaLipschitz condition, and thatF(x,y) < G(x,y)for allx,y in a given domain. Then
f(x)<g(x)for x>a.

An important corollary ofthe Comparison theorem is the following.

Corollary 2.3. In Theorem 2.2for any Xj>a, eitherf(xj < g(xf orf(x) = g(x)for a:sx<b.
The Comparison theorem and its corollary are important in the theory ofdifferential
equations, because they allow us to find out information about the unknown solution ofa

difierential equation that cannot be solved in terms ofelementary functions, by comparing it
to the known solution ofanother equation.

12

We are going to develop a corresponding comparison theorem for solutions ofregular

Sturm-Liouville systems(1)and(2),throu^ the study oftheir corresponding Priifer systems
(6)and (7).

Theorem 2.4 . (Sturm-Comparison Theorem)Consider the differential equations

±(P(x)^)^ g(x) » = 0

t

A

dx

dx

(•«)

+ fiiW "= 0

whereP(x)>Pfx)>0and Qi(x)>Q(x). Then between any two zeros ofa non-trivialsolution
u(x)ofthefirstequation, there liesatleastone zero ofevery solution ofthe second equation.
Proof; Let

dx
dQ

~ ^(x) sin^0 + —— cos^0 = i^(x,0)
P(x)
1

and— = 0,(x) sin^0 +——— cos^0 = F,(x,0)

dx

Pfx)

(11)

^ 

be the Prufer equations associated With the differential equations (10), by means of the

substitution(5). Let0and 0i be solutions ofthe first and second equation(11), respectively.
Let u and Ui be solutions ofthe first and second equation(10)respectively.

As we have remarked before, a zero of u (resp. uj occurs when sin0 = 0(resp.
sin0i=O). That is when 0(x)= nrr (resp. 0i(x)= nri:). Thus,in order to prove the theorem
we have to show that between two zeros ofsin(0(x)), there is a zero ofsin(0j(x)).

Now,since0(a)== y > 0;<y<7i: and 0i(a)=Yi, with 0<Yi<7i:, and y^Yu we get the first

- ■ 13

■

zero of0 at X= 71 and the nth zero at nri:. Since by an application ofTheorem 2.3, we have

that 0(x)<6i(x),we get at least one zeros of0i(x)between any two zeros ofq(x). Namely,
between Xjand Xjsuch that 0(xi)=nrr and 0(x 2)=(n + l)7i:, there is X3 such that x 3<X3<X2
and 0i(x3)= mr.

If0(z)=0i(z)for some z6[a,b]. Corollary 2.3 gives that 0(x)= 0i(x)for xe[a,z], and
this implies that u = cuj,in which case u and Uj have the same zeros, m

Notice that u = cui, implies that Q(x)= Q1(x), which will give that Ap(x)- q(x)=
Aip(x)-q(x), so A =Ai.
Let 0(x,A)be the solution ofthe Priifer equation:

— = (A/?(x) - qix)) sin^0 + —
dx

cos^0

p(x)

Applying Corollary 2.3 and the Sturm Comparison theorem(Theorem 2.4)to the
Priifer equation given above get the following.

Lemma 2.5. Forfixedx>a, thejunction 6(x,A)isa strictlyincreasingfunction ofvariableA.
We also have.

Lemma 2.6. Suppose thatfor some x„ > a, d(x„, A) = nn, where n>0 is an integer.
Then0(x,A)> nnfor allx >x„.
Proof: IfXn is any point where 0(x„A)= nn,then by the differential equation(8), we

have d0(Xn,A)/dx„= l/p(x„)>0. Thus the function 0=0(x„,A), considered as a function of
x^ is increasing where it crosses the line 0= nn,as shown in Fig. W-1. Hence 0(x,A)stays
above this line for x >x„.

14

on

ff

JT

/ / y : /:/

%
/// y /

Figure W-1. Direction Field of

^= S(x) sin2(0)^

cos

ax

Lemma 2.6 combined with the condition 0<y = 0(a,A)<%, makes the first zero ofu(x)in the

open interval a<x<b occur where 0= tt, and the n-th zero where 0= nru.
Our next goal is to show that,for fixed x, 0(x,A)—»«> as
In view ofLemma 2.6, we will have shown that lim 0(x,A)=0° for each x ifwe can show that,
A—>0°

for every integer n > 0, we can find a number x„ < x such that 0(x„, A)= nrr for sufficiently

large A. Stated in different terms,let x„(A)be the smallest x such that 0(x„,A)= nrc. Then
all we need to show is that x„(A)existsfx„(A)or large A and lim = a.
A—>00

This is done in the following Lemma.

Lemma 2.7; For a givenfixedposition integer n, thFfunction x„(A)is definedfor

Sufficiently large A and continuous. It is d decreasingfunction ofA, andlim xjA)= a.
A—>0°

15

Proof: By the existence theorem for solutions ofordinary differential equations, the

function 0(x,A)is a continuous ftinction ofboth Variables x qnd A^f a<x<b and -oo<X<oo^
We shall first prove that ifthe function xjl)is well-defined,that is, if0(x,A)= m for some

X,then Xn(A)is a monotonic decreasing function ofA. To prove this result,it suffices to
pfove that 0(x,A)is-an increasing function ofA. But this is the conclusion ofLemma 2.5.

We now show that,for fixed n,the function x„(A)is well-defined for large enough A:
This amounts to saying that,for large enough A,there is an x in the interval a<xkb for which

0(x,A)-nTC. We can translate this stateriient into an equvilent statement fbdr the solutions

ofthe differential equation(1)using the substitution(4). It is equivalent to saying that every
nontrivial solution of(1)has at least n-zeros in the interval a<x<b, since 0(x,A), being a
continuous function ofx;, must take all values between 0(a,A)=

and nic.

Now let q^i and p^ be the maxima ofq(x)and p(x), respectively, and

be the

minitnum ofp(x)for a<x<b. A solution ofthe differential equatioh:

"

0

(14)
Pm

is the function u,(x)= sin(kx), where

-(A p^^, - q^)/ pj^. The successive zeros ofthis

function are spaced at a distance trjpi^/(Ap^- q^japart. By the Slunn Comparison
Theorem(Theorem 2.4)ifu(x)is a solution of(1),then u(x) < Ui(x), and by Lemma 2.7 any
nontrivial solution u(x) of the Sturm-Liouville equation(1) must have at least one zero
between any two zeros ofthe function u,(x). Since (x) has n zeros on (a,b) when A is
suflBciently large,it follows that u(x)has at least n zeros, and therefore that 0(x,A)takes the
Value hTi: for suffieiently large A, as we wanted to show.
V; ■ '

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■" . .

.

16; ■

■ .

The number xJX)falls between the(n - l)-st and the n-th zero ofUi(x), and both these
zeros tend to a as

Therefore; Xn(A)—V a as A ^oo .

■

Our next step is to prove the following:

Theorem 2.8 (Oscillation Theorem). The solution 6(x;A) ofthe differential equation(8)

satisfying the initialcondition d(a,fy) =f<7rfor all A is a continuous and strictly increasing
function ofAforfixedX on a<x<b. Moreover,

lim 0(x;A) = ■»
lim 0(x;A) = 0

for

(15)

a<x<b

A—

Proof: The first sentence was proved in Lemma 2.5. The first formula of (15) was
proved inLemma 2.7.
We shall now prove the second fomiula of (15). Choose numbers

6>0.

The slope of the segment in the (x,0)-planejoining the points (a,Yi) and (xi,e), where a<Xi<b,
equal (e - Yi) / (xj - a).

For a point (x,0) on this segment the slope of 0(x,A), as given by (8), will be less than
the slope of the segment for large negative A. Therefore; the function 0(x,A) will lie below

the segment for a<x<b, for all sufficiently large negative A. We conclude that0(x,t) < e for

suflBciently large negative A, Since, by Lemma 2.6, 0(xi,A) > 0, it follows that | 0 (xi,A) | <e
and Xj are arbitrary, the proof is complete. ■
Combining Lemmas 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7 we get a proof of the assertions in Theorem 2.1
concerning the eigenvalues. We now derive an estimate for the position of the zeros of the

solutions of a regular Sturm-Liouville equation (1) by comparing it to equation (14) and to

' ■ ■ 'T7,

■

the equation

Pm

where

and

^ (^Pm "O"= Q

(16)

are the minima ofp(x)and q(x), and

the maximum of p(x)for a<x<b.

This estimate will be useful in the next chapter.

Consider solutions of(14)and(16)for which tan Y = u(a)/p(a)u'(a). The zeros of
these solutions can be determined by inspection. They are
{nr. - y)

#Pm 
(WTC - y)

and V(

^

respectively.

Applying the Sturm-Comparison Theorem,(Theorem 2.4)we obtain the:
Corollary 2.9;

Let x^ be the n-th zero of a nontrivial solution of the Sturm-Liouville

equation(1). Then

y.-"/
*/^Pm
'
1.

Yi7)

V^P» - 1u

The preceding results have been proved under the assumption that a ?== 0in(2). If
a =0 one can use the same argument when

0, by changing the independent variable to

t = a + b - X. IfP = 0, one can still prove the above results with y = 7t:/2.

■

18

.

We finish the prpofofTheorem 2.1 by showing the existence ofan infmite sequence
ofeigenfuiictions ofa regular Sturm-Liouville system consisting ofdifferential equation(1)
together with the separated endpoint condition(2),that is the conditions

A\u\ = a n(a) + a' u'(d) - 0
/ u'(b) =.
B[u]
0

(18)

will now be proved.

We first transform these endpoint conditions into equivalent endpoint conditions for
the phase function 0(x,A) of the Priifer System (6) - (7) associated with the differential

equation(1). If

0,then the function P(x,A)muk satisfy the initial condition 0(a,A)- y,

where y is the smallest positive number 0<y<TC such that p(a)tan(y)--a'/a. When a=0,

we choose y - 7t/2. Similarly, we choose 0<6<7i: so that tan(8)= PVP p(b).

A solution u(x)ofthe differential equatioh(10)for a<x<b is an eigenfunction ofthe
regular Sturm-Liouville system obtained by imposing the endpoint condition(18)ifand only
if,for the corresponding phase function defined by(5), we have

d(a,X) ^ y

0(5,A) = 6 + WTi: ,

..

« = 0, 1 , 2 , ... .

0<y<TT: , 0<6<7f

^ *

Clearly, any value ofA for which condition(19)are satisfied is an eigenvalue ofthe given
regular Sturm-Liouville system, and conversely. Let 0(x,A)be the solution of(6)for the
initial condition 0(a,A)=y. Since 0(biA)is an increasing function of A, and 0(b,A)> 0by
Lemma 2.6, as A increase from

there is a first value A^ for which the second of the

condition(19)is satified. For this eigenvalue, we have 0(b,Aq)=6. As A increases,there

■"■ 19 ■

is an infinite sequence of

for which the second boundary condition is satisfied, namely

thosefor which 0(b,Aj=8+ nTT for some nonnegative integer n.
Each ofthese values gives an eigenfunction

t/„(x) = r(x) sin0(x,A„)

(20)

ofthe Sturm-Liouville system. Furthermore,the eigenfunction belonging to An has exactly
n zeros in the interval a<x<b, by Theorem 2.8. Only the last assertion needs verification.

Any two solutions of(1)which satisfy the same initial condition

a uift) + a' u'id) = 0

are linearly dependent, by the Uniqueness Theorem, ofordinary differential equations.

20

CHAPTERS

Completeness Theorem

Theoreni S.l:

Liouville system with a'P' 0 are complete;in the Emlideari vector Space ofsquareintegrable continuousfunctions on the intervala <x<b,relative to the weightfunctionp

the Completeness Theorem.

We recall that the set L^(I) of all realfunctions that are continuous and
integrable ph an interval I with respect to a fixed positive weight p,forms a Euclidean space

(or inner product space)with respect to the inner product
p(x) dx ,

p(x)>0

(1)

.J /

Given fe L^(I) and an orthogonal set {4)i(} in If (I), we have the sequence ofbest
meamsquare approximations

=E

'I't

"—

Ct'i.'l'i)

Pefinintion SJ;In a Euclidean vector space E,a Cauchy sequence is an infinite sequence
ofvectorsf„such that
-

^ as m . n

0)

The spaceEiscalledcomplete when,given any Cauchy sequence {fj, there exists a vector
finEsuch that \\f„-f|
\

0as n—*°° . A complete Euclidean vector space is calleda

Hilhertspace.

I>efinition3.3:^« ortAogo«a/5e//0^ in aEuclidean vector spaceEiscomplete if
givenf these are Linear Combinations

al (f)^

such that

k=i

E4

-/

+0

as

n-4°°

k=i

If

is an orthogonal sequence in a Euclidean vector space E,then we obtain that

the sequence ofbest mean-square approximations

= h 71—TT

satisfies II f„|| < ||f||

This yields the BesselTnequality

y. I W P

(4)

S II/

Theorem 3.4:(4)^} is complete ifand only ifthe Parseval equality

22

Theorem 3.5, An orthogonalsequence {(pjofvectors ofa Hilbertspace iscomplete ifnd
only ifthere is no nonzero vectorforthogonal to all the (p^

Proof. Letfbe a vector, and let{

be a sequence oforthogonal vectors in a

HilbertspaceSi Letg„= tCk(J)k bethe n-thleast square approximationtofbyalinear
combination of(i)i,.

that is c^=(f,<l)k)/((l)k,(|)k). For m>n,

l lg - g|f = £
\ \c>m

Z—/ L / I

X \

^ '■/X

X \

•

[(f,(I)k)^/((|)k,(t)k)] of positive numbers is
ries £ [(f,<

By the Bessel inequality formula (4), the series

k=l ,

convergent; hence the first sum in the preceding display tends to zero as n-^°°. That is, the
sequence {g„} is a Cauchy sequence.

It follows that ^ ,being complete the Hilbert SpaCe, contains a vector g to which the g„
converge; let h= f - g = lim( f - gj. Then, since ( f - g^, <l>k ) = 0 for allm5:k, we have in the
m-40°

limit as m—>°°, (h,({)k) = 0 for all k. By the Parseval equality (5), h = 0 if and only if {(j)k} is
complete. So this complete the proof. ■

Theorem 3.6 . Let {(pj be any complete sequence of orthonormal vectors in a
Euclidean vector space E, andlet {tpj be any sequence of orthonormal vectors inE which
satisfies the inequality.
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n = \

Then the ij/j, are complete in E.
Proof; we first treat a special case.

We define a sequence oforthonormal vectors ofa Hilbert space to be an orthonormal
basis ifand only ifit is complete.

Lemma 3.7. Let{(t>k} be an orthonormal basis in the Hilbertspace^ . Let

{if/^} be an orthonormalsequence in ^satisfying the conditions

E 1 11 - <t> 1 P< 1-

(6)

k ^ \

Then the sequence {ifr^.} is also an orthonormal basis in
Proof. Ifthe sequence

.

were not a basis, then we could find a nonzero function

h orthogonalto every i|;^, by Theorem 3.5. The inner product ofthis function with (|)j^ is given
by

Ml)= M)+ Mu -

" Mk 

Squaring and using the Schwarz inequality,

M)'^ = Mk

(7)

Summing with respect to k, we get

. 24

E

s \W E ll'l'i 

k = I

k = \

in evident violation ofParseval's equality(Theorem 3.4), since the (j)k are an orthonormal
■

basis.

Corollary 3.8. Replace conditionformula(6)above by the weaker condidtion

E II

(8)

k=N^\

for some integer N. Then every element of^ orthogonal to 4>i,
ilrf^+2'

,<l)^ and to

,

must vanish.
Proof. Any such element h satisfies the inequality(7)for k>N. Hence,summing over

all k, we have, since (h,<j)^)=0for k= 1,2,

,N,

II^IP = E (''.4'/ = E

again contradicting Parseval's equality.

E

- WP<I|A|P,

■

Corollary 3.9. If(p^ is an orthonormal basis, and p an orthonormal sequence

satisfyingformula(8), then every element ofJSL orthogonal to

<^tid to the

elements

= (i>„ - E

n = I ,2 ,

k=n+l

25

,N

(9)

mustvamsh.

Proof. For any such element ti we have

+ E
■ ■ ■

for n =1,2,

■

'

-0

k=N^l

N.

vanishes.'/;;*

The proofofTheorem 3.6, can now be completed as follows. Ghobse an integer N
sofhat.- / - ■

ft
k=N+\

By CoroUary 3.9 any element h offitwhich is orthogonalto the elements t|;j.,+i, tlri^^:2,.....;. and
tbfhe elements r]n(n =1,2,....... N)defined by fodnula(9)must vanish. Denote by S the set

ofall elements of^orthogonalto ^n=i?

Evidently S is a vector space containing

Til,.. ......,r|„. By virtue ofthe above remark, the vector space S contains only the liiiear

combinations ofthese elernents. In other words,S is a finite-dimensional vector space whose
dimension is at most N.

/

But the elernents ilii, il;2j,.u.... ..,tJ;N al^^^

space S, and they are

linearly independent (they are an orthonormal sequence!)- Therefore the elements i];i,

i|;2,. . ..

for the vector space S. Hence the elements r| i, rj 2,...

finear combinations ofilri, ilr2,......

ft

,11 ^ are

any element of^which is orthogonal
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to all the tltk must vanish, because such an element is also orthogonal to r|
^N+iJ ^n+25

and to

We conclude that the sequence(11;^} is complete. : m

Now we consider the asymptotic formula: for the solutions of a Sturm-Liouville

problem.
Theorem 3.7: Let u/x)(n = 1, 2, 3,

be the sequence ofnormalized eigenfunctions

ofthe regular Sturm-Liouville system with a'P'^ 0. Then

2

ujx) =
\

mi(x - a)

cos—2^

b - a

+

b - a

01

(10)

n

Proof: In order to get formula(10)we need to consider the follow equation :

u" + [A - q(x)]u = u" + Q(x)u =f),

where

Q(x) = A - q(x)

and separated boundary conditions

au(a) + a'u'(a) = 0
H^) + ^'uXb) = 0

IfUn(x)is the n-th normalized eigenflmction ofa regular Sturm-Liouville system in Liouville

normalform,and(l)n(x)=,/2/(b -a)cos(n7i:(x - a)/(b - a)),this give
I u„(x)-(t)„(x) I =0(1)/n. Squaring and integrating, we get

IK" Kii^ =(
J.I

=

27

0(1)
yi 2

Since the series 1 + 1/4 + 1/9

converges (to A/6), this implies the

following
LEMMA 3.8; Let ujx)be the fi-th normalizedeigenfunction ofany regular SturmLiouville system in Liouville normalform, and let

^„(x) =

\ (b - a)

{b - a)

Then the{<p^} is an orthonormalsequence, and

E , 11

^

IP <

.•

(11)

« = 1

Since the cosine functions are known to be complete, it follows from this Lemma 3.8.

and Theorem 3.6,that the eigenfunctions ofany regular Sturm-Liouville normalform are a
complete set oforthonormal functions.
The transformation to Liouville normal form, applied to the (normalized)

eigenfunctions, carries the inner produnct

((|),x|;) = J^(j)(x)il;(x:)p(x)
into the inner product
(m,v) =

m(x)v(x) d!)£: .
da

Therefore;(since distance and convergence can be defined in terms ofinner products in any

• . 28, •

Euclidean vector space.) The change of variable leading to Liouville npfnial form carries
Complete orthonormal sequence relative to a weight function p into complete orthonornial
sequences.

normal form are also complete.
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Appendix!

The orthogonality ofthe solutions ofu"+A u =0 u(0)=0=u(fi): means that:
/•c

/

,s

. WTCX

rm sin

Jo

. mnx

J

sm-

r.

ax = 0

i
m*n = 0 , r(x) = 1

whenn= 1,2, 3,......, so A i = 7t/fi, A 2= 27r/5, ............ therefore; A i,<A 2 <•

f" — [cos(a-Z») - cos(a+^)] dx
Jo

2

ri 1 r
/«7tx
mnx.
,«7tx
wTtx., ,
/ — [cost
^
)- cost
+ ——)]ax

Jo 2

i

i

^

Let give m = 1, n = 2
1 r
,7tX
STTX.t j
— lcos(— - COS
)1 ax

/

Jo 2

1 rT

i.

. .Ttx.

i

i

. .SttXs,

T- sm(—) - — sin(-—)]

2

Tt

L

Stt
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H

i

•<A„<.

le

0 = (o)

lie
It
z
[(0 - (lt£)uts —^
(U)UIS y)]
Y

ur

i:

7

[(0)- - (0)^]

Appeodix II

Example 1.2).

The boundary problem;

y" + Xy = 0
j;(0) = 0\,

^0

has eigenfiinctions O and eigenvalues A n is given by:

= sin[ ^1)^^j where n = 1 ,2,
. _ (2«-l)7tx

Formula:

r(x)
Jo

dx

where

r(x) = 1

V

Integrate:

rl

sin[SLi)H]]2^ ^ J

V0

2

<& = 1
JO

2

Jo

2
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^2 ri 1

cos2{2n-\y tix ^ ^

" jo

2

kl

2

1-

"Jo

^^ 1

kl f^ — - — cos(2n-l)nx dx = 1
Jo

2

2

2 ri 1
1
/\
— - —cos(m)

Jo 2

2

— - —

Jo 2

„"
r'
— e

" Jo 2

du

(2«-1)tu

cos(m) du = I

2(212-1)1:

——cos(2«-1)7t:x du ^
'

2(2n-l)i:

1

k^ f [— - ———-—sin(2«-l)7rx]
"Jo 2 2(2n-l)i:
0

33

= 1

1

kl[— " 2

i

sin(2«-l)Ti:] = 1

27i(2«-1)

Since sin(2n -1)7:= 0. So

- 0] = 1

K

$,(>:)=«, sin[(2n^)iH] ; „ = 1 ,2,

0^(x) - s/2 sin(« -

Example 1.3).

•

The boundary problem:

y" + 1); = 0
'(0) = 0 ,

yXl) + 7(1) = 0

We know that y"+ Ay=0 have eigenfiinction and eigenvalue as follow

34

0^(x:) = cos[v/I x]
= {n - 1)^71:^

r'r(x) 0^(x) dx =
Jo

J/ [k^ cos,^ xf dx = 1

cos^y'X^ X dx = I

jV(l - sin^y'X^ x) dx = 1

<f 1 Jo

& =,
2

1 " — + — cos(m) dx = 1

" Jo

2

2

Let u = 2^1^ X
j

dx =

du

35

Jo

1 - — + ———^ cos(m) du - 1
2

■ A IT~

= 1

^

4^1;

^2

j

' ^ ^ ^fn

'

+ ZsmjA^ COS.aA~

1

4^^

Where

satifies cos^^ - yiT sin^AT = 0

36

2

\IK

K[

sin^x; ^ ^

2v

2 1 + sin^i/V
kl{——^\=
1

K =

(1 + stfyT)

^«(^) = K cos^X^ ^

^2 cos^^ X

n =1 ,2,

■ •■ i

(1 + sm^^y
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Example 1.4).

We find the series expansion

a„

(x)ofthe function

n =1

f(x)= 1,0<x<fusing the normalized eigenfunctions from Example 1.2.
From Example 1.2 the normalized eigenfunction are:

= ^|2 sin(« - ■i)7tx , ' « = 1 , 2 , 3 , ... .

f{x) = X
n = I

Jo

~

Jo

(1)

Ax) ^„(x) d)C

sin(w - —)7tx
2
2'

\J2 f sin(M) dx
Jo

38

dx

Where u - (n - —)tcx
2

du = (2n - 1)tc

dx

2 du

dx =

(In - 1)71

a„

^Jl

sin(u)

2^/2

2du

(2n - 1)tc

[-cos(m)]

(2n - l)7r

' [-cos(« - ~)7r(l)
- (-cos(w -^
2
2

(2n - I):!

2^/2

[0 - (-cos(O))]

(2n - 1)71:

2sj2
a

"

n = l , 2,

(2m - V)%
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Example 1.5).

We find the series expansion

ai,

(x)ofthe function

n =1

f(x)= X,0<x^1 using the normalized eigenflinctions fi^om Example 1.2.
From Example 1.2 the normalized eigefunction are;

0^(x) = \[2 sin(« 

f(x) = E

^„(x)

n - 1

f

^„(x) dx

vo

(x) \Jl smin - —)7i:x dx
"

Jo

2

\j2 Jof^x sin(« - i-)7ix
dx
2

Let u = X

du = dx

J dv = jsin(« -

dx

,2n - 1.

V = -cos(——-)7rx

2

(2« - 1)tc
40

„ =V2[[

" ^ (2« - l)7r

^

- ij-_

^ (-cos(^" -

(2n - 1)71

:

{2n - 1)tzx

2

2

{2n - 1)71

ft-cos-^
Jo

2

——■—

dx\\

(-cos-2^L_J)E)] - [(__2__)2 (-sin5^L__l)H)] ]
(2n - l)7i:'

= V2.[;^
..
' (2w - 1)71:

V(,.
sin<^":
(2n - l)7c'

Since cosine is multiple of 2n, we know it equal to zero. Therefore; we have:

a." ^V2 [( <2n -^ l)n

2

Let n = 1

sin(J-)7i]
«„ = V2 [( ——-——)^
(2n - l)7t
2

=

[-

(2« - l)^7t^

:_As[2i-X)

]

n -I

n = \ ,2,

(2n - 1)^71^
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Example 1.6).

We find the series expansion

an

(x)ofthe function

n=l ■ • ■

f(x) = 1,0<x^1 using the normalized eigenfunctions from Example 1.3.
From Example 1.3 the normalized eigenflmction are :

\[2 cos^X^ X
i

(1 +

fix) = X
n - I

Ax) ^„(x) dx
Jo

=f
(1)
Jo

fl cos^/X^ X dx

(1 + sin^yX^)

V2

-s: cos,/XI X dx

(1 :+

-[~ sinTX; x]

(1 + sin^yX^)i f. ■
42

. Jl sin./A~

^

n = \ ,2 , ...

(1 + sin^yT)

2

Example 1.7).

We find the series expansion

a„

(x)ofthe fiinction

■ n=l

f(x)= X,0<x<1 using normalized eigenfunctions from Example 1.3.
From Example 1.3 the normalized eigefiinctions are :

\[2 coSy/X" X

(1 + sin^y^)
fix) =
n = \

<^n = Jo
Cfifi)^

dx

1 (x)y^ cos^/X^ X dx

Jo ~~

i

(1 + sin^yX^)

—— J^ X cos^X^ X dx
(1 +

43

Let u - X
du = dx

V = -|- sin^
V «

ci..

^/2

T [[-^ sin^] I — siiV\ 'fcl

(1 + sin^^)2

>6

V

«

,(f«>v5) _

(-cos^i;)]

(1 + sin^y^)'

_v/2

sin^ + cos^/^ - 1
1

A

(1 + sin^^y

Where

satifies cos^X^ -

44

siny^ = 0

'Z' \ = U

Cxtz^xs - i)"y
u

-

V

(l - "xt^oo z) Zt

(^^UIS + l)
u

I - JX^SOO + "y/sOO

^

=

V
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